Oregon representatives
My name is Jody Cantrell I have lived in the state of Oregon my whole life. I have four children two of
them are vaccinated one is too young and the other is not vaccinated! I am not anti-vaccinator! I know
that vaccinations can do good things. I am against House Bill 3063, because it is taking my right away as
a parent to do what I think is best for my child. It is an overreach and a blanket policy. Blanket policy’s
are rarely a good corse of action. The one child that I have that is not vaccinated has an allergy to eggs.
She was hospitalized for three days when she was two years old and almost died because doctors would
not recognize that it was a food allergy. If I would not have done bloodwork on my own through bio
tech, who is a reputable lab, I don’t want to think about what would’ve happened to her. Her allergy is
not severe enough to the medical profession to be considered a stipulation for not being
vaccinated! There are some vaccinations that we are considering giving her, she has had a compromised
immune system from being sick a lot! Doctors do have a place and do many wonderful and good things.
Unfortunately in my experience I have ran into some doctors that don’t listen to what I have to say and
a handful of friends have had the same experience. One of my friends sons got vaccinated while he was
sick with a fever because the doctor said he would be fine and now he’s mentally disabled and has
seizures and will never be the same, she got government funding because of his disability from being
vaccinated unjustly! The other friend, her three-month-old baby got vaccinated while she had thrush
and had a low-grade fever she died seven days later! Do you know what it’s like to have to comfort
somebody when their infant has died because of the doctors having an agenda to make sure everyone is
vaccinated when they think they need to be vaccinated! Now if theses mothers would have listened to
their instincts (gut) there children would be unharmed! I am not giving lots of details because I know
you want these testimonies to be short. I am opposed to this bill because it takes my right as a parent
away to say what is best for my child! I carried her I birthed her I know her better than anyone. I listen
to what doctors tell me but I also listen to my instincts and what I know is true is that all children are not
equal and not the same and the medical profession does not broaden there specifications when it
comes to what medical exemption means for children. There are other ways children can be affected
when they’re allergic to something that’s in the carrier. Maybe having a prescreening to make the side
effects or deaths to vaccines less. And all ingredients are not disclosed on vaccines they tell you what
most of them are and then it says other ingredient. If there were more precautions taken before
vaccines are given maybe the government would save some money too. considering that in 2016 230
million dollars was awarded in vaccine injury victims! If this bill passes it will affect the school system
negatively, epically small schools. Because many parents will pull there kids out of school including me. I
Love this state and the united states with all my heart, but this bill is an overreach over government and
invades my rights as an American citizen and a human being! I’m opposed to this bill.
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